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INTRODUCTION: 

1. leAP Overview: 

The Integrated Criminal Apprehension Program (ICAP) is both a program and 

a process. It is a program in the sense that it has identifiable key 

components which give the ICAP process its present look •. Components, such 

as crime analysis, operations analysis, management of calls for service, 

directed patrol a.ctivities, case management1 career criminal program, 

tactical crime prf!!vention, and .structure decis.ion processes are all parts of 

effective ICAP programs today. However, these components are only an 

ollter shell which is supported by the superstructure -of the leAP process or 

l(Jgic flow. The ICAP process contains four major elements; data collection, 

analysis, planning, and service delivery: These elements form a progressive 

logical base for a police management system. What the ICAP process says is 

that as an organization collects information, it should take the time to 

analyze that information and put it into useful and understandable formats· 

for operational use. This is accomplished through units such as crime analysis 

and operations analysis. Based on the information given out by these units 

operational elements can make tactical strategic plans based on facts rather 

than on gut feeling or instinct. 

Directed Patrol is one of the most obvious and important aspects of this 

overall ICA·P process, in that criminal information developed directly as a 

result of patrol activities such as incident reports, field arrests, and other 

street contacts form an important base for the development of information 

which in turn can be returned to the Patrol Section enabling them to react in 

a specific manner to a spec.ific problem. The importance of this 



direction based on information becomes obvious when one considers that 

within the Miami Police Department 55% of our total sworn personnel are 

assigned to the Patrol Section. By propedy managing and directing this force 

through good information we can accomplish a larger variety of tasks than 

has traditionally been assigned to a Patrol Section. Historically, Radio Patrol 

functioned as the first line of the Police Department. The roles, however, 

were well defined. (i.e. patrol officers handled the problems, took the police 

reports, and when the situatibn arose in which arrest was necessary, they 

made the arrest.) From that point specialized units such as detectives or 

narcotics· and vice officers took over investigations. The reaHties of today's 

society, however, indicate that with increasing demands on police agencies 

and shrinking resources it is necessary to more effectively utilize personnel. 

The rCAP process assists in this endeavor. Directed Patrol and the effective 

use of the personnel assigned to Patrol is one of the most obvious benefits. 

II. The Working Grouo 

As part of the rCAP implementation process within the Miami Police 

Depar"tment, a large variety of wor.<ing groups were designed to deal with 

specific problems. The composition of these groups was broad based in that 

all units affected directly or indirectly by the study would have 

representation on the working group. One of these working groups was 

Directed Patr.ol and Patrol ~fanagement. This workjng group was formed 

specifically to develop a Directed Patrol program which will meet the needs 

of ~he ~iami Police Department. 
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The following individuals comprised the Directed Patrol Working Group: 

Captain John Ross, Patrol Section 

Lt. Arthur Vincent, Communications 

Lt. ,Judith Bennet, Patrol Task Force 

Lt. Dean DeJong, lCAP 

Sgt. Robert Apte, Patrol 

Sgt. Walter Martinez, Communications 

Sgt. Ernie Vivian, Homicide 

Sgt. Becky Mosher, Training 

Officer Juan Santos, Patrol Section 

Officer John CampbeH,Task Force 

of 

• 

Officer Ronald Stubblefield, Crimle Analysis 

Directed Patrol 

Background 

The working group used four major sources to identify the' problems and 

direction which the group had to go in order to create an effective Directed 

Patrol Program for the Department. These were: 

1. The Miami Police Department: A Self-Assessment. 

2. The PAS report of Mr. T. Crowe "Miami Police Department I.C.A.P. 

Program.1I 

3. Various technical manuals and information from other departments 

which address Direct patrol approaches in great detail. 

4-, The broad experience base of the individuals who composed the group. 

(A summary of applicable material can be seen in Annex A) 
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From these source documents several key issues were identjfjed and 

addressed. These i~luded: 

1) The need to define Direct Patrol. 

2) The need to identify specific activities which fall under Directed 

Patrol. 

3) The role of various units within the Department as they relate to Direct 

Patrol procedures. 

4) Key sources of information needed to do· Directed Patrol. 

5) The role of Patrol Sergeants, Lieutenants, and Captains as managers as 

well as supervisors. 

6) The development of specific procedures to insure accountability and 

consistent application of Direct Patrol principles. 

7) Need for Patrol Managers to evaluate the effectiveness of Directed 

Patrol programs. 

8) The identification of other needs to make a Directed Patrol Plan 

successful. 

- Personnel 

- Training 

- Equjpment 

- Sergeant work loads. 

From these issues a task Ust was developed as follows: 

1. Redefine (in writing) the role of Patrol Captains, Lieutenants, 

Sergeants and. Managers, as well as Supervisors. 

2. Look at paperwork and other tasks distribution between Patrol 

Captains, Lieutenants, and Sergeants. If necessary, redistribute this 

workload within Patrol and/or other sections of the Department to 

assure that? atrol Captains, Lieutenants, and Sergeants have the time 

to act as .\.'lanagers. 
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3. To examine Crime Analysis and Operations Analysis information to 

determine what is currently available, what is projected, and what is 

still needed. 

4-. To develop procedures assuring coordination of effort between the 

Complaint Room and the Patrol Section so that each can accomplish 

their necessary tasks. For example, that Patrol has blocks of time for 

directed patrol activities and that the Complaint Room has suffitient 

units avaHable to reasonably respond to Call for Service demands. 

5. To develop a definition of Directed Patrol Activities and to define the 

types of activities wh.ich would fall under Directed Patrol. Some 

examples would be: 

- Crime Patterns 

- Follow up investigations 

- Warrant Service 

6. To identify the procedures and tasks necessary to develop Directed 

Patrol plans and to identify the respective roles of Captains, 

Lieutenants, and Sergeants in the creation and direction of these 

activi ties. 

7. To develop measurement which can determine the type, and 

effectiveness of directed Patrol activities performed. 

8. To identify appropriate roles for the Tactical Unit and Patrol Section in 

Directed Patrol activities. 

9. To identify necessary training and equipment for Patrol Officers which 

must be met in order for a Directed Patrol Program to work. For 

example, (Preliminary Investigation). 
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10. To identify general trainjng needs for the Department, Patrol, Patrol 

Managers, and Police Officers as they relate to Directed Patrol 

activities and to develop training programs to meet those needs. 

Following this task list the ~/Ijami Police Department's Directed Patrol 

program was developed. 

Issues 

1. Directed Patrol definition 

Directed Patrol is a program designed to replace some portion of the 

time traditionally devoted to "random preventive" patrol with pre-

planned activities that direct patrol units to specific places to engage 

in specific work on the basis of crime, traffic, or social problem 

analysis. 

2. Spedfk activities 

The following is a breakdown of activities which a Directed Patrol 

Program could address in an effective manner. 

Directed Patrol Activities: 

Crime Suppression 

- Stakeouts 

- Saturation Patrol 

- Decoy operations 

- Warrant Service 

Traffic 

- Selective enforcement 

- Accident prevention 

- Vehicle Inspection 

Patrol Investigations 

- Het lead follow-ups 

- ~ICI assigned investigations 
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-- -----------------------------------

Community Education 

- Block Meetings 

- Security Surveys 

- Park and Walk 

Other 

- Special events 

- Scheduled demonstrations 

3. The roles of various units in the Department were broken down into 

greater detail. 

a. Who can generate Directed Patrol problems? 

It was the opinion of the group that any Section, Unit, or 

individual within the Department could generate a "Directed 

Patrol Problem Staternentl1
; (See Exhibit l) as long as they relate 

to one of the key activities identified. As we envision the 

program we believe that the vast majority of Direct Patrol 

Problem Statements will be generated by the individual zone 

officer and by the Crime Analysis Unit. It is anticipated that 

when fully opErational at least ten directed patrol problems will 

be in operation on each shift every day. 

b. The role of Task Force in Directed Patrol. 

By its very nature the Task Force is probably the best example of 

directed patrol currently in the Department. With the advent of a

Patrol Section Directed Patrol Program it was necessary to 

clearly define the very important role of Task Force in this 

process. With Patrol assuming the bulk of tactical activities at 

the sector level, the Task Force will be able to concentrate its 

resources in areas which will increase its overall productivity. 
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Three major roles were identified for the Task Force. They are: 

1. Technkal planning and training assistance to Patrol in 

tactics •• 

2. Overlapping sector or district crime patterns. 

3. Complex and/or continuous crime patterns. 

co The role of the Communications Unit. 

If a Directed Patrol Program is going to be successful, the blocks 

of time necessary to carry out Directed Patrol strategies must be 

made available. This is accomplished only through the use of 

Operations Analysis Unit information and dose cooperation 

between the Complaint Room and the field officers. Specific 

procedures must be developed to assure that this cooperation 

exists, but more importantly, the individuals in both 

Communication and Patrol must realize that theirs is a common 

problem and that the need to address Calls for Service versus the 

need to address crime problems is one of mutual concern. The 

group has set up some suggested procedures which should enhance 

this understanding. They are: 

-
1. Sector Sergeant prepares a daily directed assignment sheet 

based on information derived from Directed Patrol problem 

statements, MCl case assignments, and Operations Crime 

Analysis. (See Exhibit 2). 

2. This sheet is delivered to the Complaint Room prior to each 

shift. This will give the Complaint Sergeant a basic: 

knowledge of what is going on and unit commitment. 

3. If CiS demand is grearer than anticipated, and directed 

patrol mUS1: be suspended, the ranking Command Offker in 
" 

Complaint Room contacts the directed parrol Lieutenam. 
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4. If Directed Patrol activity must be suspended the Sector 

Sergeant has the option of reinstating the Directed Patrol 

activity, if appropriate, at a later time. 

* It is important to note the number of times a directed patrol 

activity must be cancelled will be in direct correlation with 

the accuracy of the information provided to patrol 

managers. 

d. The role of the Crime Analysis Unit. 

The role of Crime Analysis will be twofold. First, Crime Analysis 

will be generating Directed Patrol Problem Statements on a 

routine basis. Th~se problem statements will generally deal with 

problems on a Sector basis and for a specific shift. 

Second, and equally important, Crime Analysis will serve as a 

resource unit for Patrol. When, as an example, a zone officer 

creates a Directed Patrol Problem statement he may go to Crime 

Analysis to obtain additional information about crimes or 

criminals in his area. He might also use Cdme Analyo:;is 

information to spot smaller trends within his area. 

e. The role of the Operations Analysis Unit. 

.. 

Operations Analysis has a key role in the Directed Patrol process 

because this unit, through the analysjs of Calls for Service and 

manpower, will provide Patrol managers with information about 

available time and how to best utilize Patrol resources within this 

time. Operations Analysis will also be responsible for the 

collection, collation, and analysis of information on Directed 

Patrol plans. It will provide a centralized information resource to 

Patrol managers on the effecLiveness of individual plans, shifts, 

and personnel. 
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f. The Tralning Unit. 

The importance of training when embarking on an ambitious task 

such as Qjrected Patrol can not be over emphasized. Initially the 

Tralning Unit will have to assis''C in setting up some basic tralning 

programs to begin the Qjrected Patrol program. From that point, 

as we refine our system, on-going In Service Training will become 

a critical component of our Directed Patrol Program. 

g. Other Operational Units. 

Just as the Task Force will be serving in the role of a technical 

advisor to patrol; units such as Crime Prevention, C.I.T.A.T. and 

others will be called upon to assist Patrol in the development of 

Directed Patrol strategjes and the sharing of crime information in 

order to make the Directed Patrol program effective. 

4-. Key sources of Information. 

As part of the I.C.A.P. process a Directed Patrol Program will work 

only if necessary information is provided to Patrol managers in a timely 

and Cl1.ccurate manner. (Exhibit :3 illustrates the different information 

sources which are part of a geod Directed Patrol Plan.) The importance 

of coordination and cooperation between these sources is obvious and 

each source is an important link in the chain. 

The interdependency of each component on the other is critical. For 

example ii Crime Analysis and Operations Analysis is providing geod 

information to the Patrol manager but there is no coordination between 

the street and the Complaint Room the Directed Pa-crol Plan will fail. 
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Ii on the other hand Operations Analysis provides the wrong informati0n 

on CFS demand9 no amount of cooperation between Patrol and 

Complaint Room will assure that Directed Patrol plans will be carried 

out. 

Once again the key is the integration of the various Details, Units and 

Sections which make up the Miami Police Department. 

5. The role of Patrol Sergeants and Lieutenants as managers. 

Another cr-itical issue which must be dealt with jf a Directed Patrol 

p~nogram is going to ?ucceed is the expansion of the role of Patrol 

Sergeants and Lieutenants as managers. 

The Miami Police Department Self Assessments cleady identifies this 

problem (Annex A) and goes on to say: 

"There is a very definite need to train our line supervisors in 

management techniques so they clearly understand that their role is 

more than supervision. As managers, a Sergeant, Lieutenant, or 

Captain's first concern will be the effective allocation of their 

personnel to meet Departmental Objectives." 

The Department has begun to address this in two ways. 

1) The role of Sergeant as Manager is now part of a 40 hour 

Sergeants course. Almost all Sergeants in the Police Department 

have now taken that course. They have been taught some of the 

fundamentals of effective management as well as the importance 

of information in the management process. 
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2. The Directed Patrol procedures which have been developed by this 

working group will require Patrol Sergeants, lieutenants, and 

Captains to become more proactive in their thinking and hold 

them more accountable for the allocation of their resources. 

While these two items represent important steps forward, the 

Department must take other steps to assure that the management role 

of Patrol Sergeants, Lieutenants, and Captains is fully developed. 

Tnese indude: 

1) A continuing commitment from top management to expansion of 

the Patrol Manager's role. 

2) A reorientation' of the personnel evaluation system that 

recognizes effective management by individuals at all levels of 

the Department. 

3) A commitment to continue to provide the necessary information, 

training, and most important, authority to Sergeants, Lieutenants 

and Captains to assure that they can effectively function as 

managers as well as supervisors. 

6. The developmeftt of specific procedures to insure accountability and 

consistent application of Directed Patrol principles. 

There were three major procedural areas which were addressed by the 

group. The first dealt with problem of coordination of efforts between 

the field officers and the Complaint Room. Specific measures already 

stated in 3.e. of this section address those procedures. Additionally, 

through the use of the Direct Patrol ."Dally Assignment Sheet" (Exhibit 

2), field Sergeants through the use of a simple code system, will be 

able to assist Complaint Room personnel in making the decision on 

which units can be taken off a Direc.ed Patrol problem, while causing 

the least amount of harm. 
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The second major area of concern was in the area of Patrol 

Investigation. The major work in this area was done by the MCI 

working group but is consistent with the Directed Patrol Program we 

developed. 

The MCI process breaks Patrol Investigations into two major areas. 

First is those cases which can be immediately followed up by Patrol 

Officers with a Sergeant's approval. These include: 

Persons Crimes 

Agg. Battery - injuries not likely to result in death. 

Agg. - Assaults 

Sex offenses - such as indecent exposures, lewd and lascivious 

Robberies 

(Note: It would be requested that Patrol Officers attempt to 

contact Robbery Detective for assistance, and in any case bring 

the offender to the Robbery Unit if he is arrested. 

Property Crimes 

Burglary - others than those identified as requiring immediate CIS 

response. (Safe jobs and loss in excess of $20,000) 

Larcenies - where loss is in excess of $100.00 and therefore a 

felony. 

Fraud and Forgery - in progress or offender in the immediate 

area. 

-13-
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.A. uto Theft 

1. Unauthorized use 

2. Accessory thefts 

3. In progress or offender in the immediate area. 

All reports which are retained by Patrol for immediate follow-up 

investigation must be supplemented and turned in no later than 

four days after the incident. The report will be forwarded to 

assure immediate computer entry and filing in the M.C.I. Unit. 

In the second area of Patrol investigations M.C.I. will routinely 

assign certain cases back to Patrol for follow-up investigations. 

The types of cases assigned to Patrol will include felony crimes 

which ordinarily are not ir,vestigated by C.l.S. Units. These would 

i.nclude Aggravated Assaults and Aggravated Batteries with minor 

injuries, Grand Larcenies and B &- E of Motor Vehicles. 

It is important to note that these cases would not be the ones 

which c.r.s. chose not to investigate because of low solvability 

factors. All cases assigned would have high solvability factors 

and the Patrol Officer will have the "first crack" at them. 

Patrol Officers would have appr;')ximately two weeks to work on 

these cases and would receive no mere rhan two a month. The 

time necessary to conduct the investigations wHl be blocked out 

in the Direci:ed Patrol Daily Assignment Sheet. 
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The final procedural area involves the creation and flow of 

Directed Patrol problem statements. The specific procedures as 

well as a flow chart follow as Exhibits lJ. and 5. In summary, the 

procedures as developed assure that Directed Patrol problem 

statements can be generated at all levels of the organization. It 

is our intent that Zone Patrol officers in particular become 

involved in the process on a routine basis. 

Secondly through the use of our Operations Analysis we have built 

in an analysis and feedback system which will allow Patrol 

Managers to assess on a routine basis the quality, quantity, and 

effectiveness of Directed Patrol stratagies employed by individual 

shifts. 

The development of these procedures will benefit the Department 

in two ways. First, we believe that we will be able to expand the 

role of the Radio Patrol Officer beyond the traditional boundaries 

of report taking. Our Patrol Officers will now be responsible for 

conducting follow-up investigations. Throul';h the use of Directed 

Patrol Problem Statements the Zone Police Officer will be able to 

more directly identify and correct ongoing problems. Involvement 

in the process will in many situations begin and end at this level 

and we will become a mOre proactive Department. 
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Secondly, with the creation of Operations Analysis and the 

development of the Pollee Perf~rmance Measurement System 

Patrol Managers will have centralized information sources which 

will give timely information on resources and their allocation, as 

well as a greater degree of accountability for the use of those 

resources. 

7) The need for Patrol to evaluate the effectiveness of Directed Patrol. 

A Pollee Performance ,yleasurement System has been developed in 

parallel with the Directed Patrol program. As a result we have built in 

measurement instruments which will show not only the number of 

directed activities performed by Patrol but the effectiveness of 

individual patrol strategies. (Exhibits 6 through 11 are some of the 

forms that will be used.) 

8) Directed Patrol Needs 

In order for Directed Patrol to be a complete success there is a need 

for the Department to commit resources in four areas. 

A. Personnel 

To assure that Directed Patrol is properly managed it is the 

feeling of the working group that four (4) Lieutenants must be 

assi gned to each Patrol Shift. 

This is necessary because of the critical role the Lieutenant plays 

in our Directed Patrol process. The Lieutenant's role will be one 

of overseeing and directing the various units engaged in Directed 

Activities. It will require a full-time commitment of one 

Lieutenant. If in addition to these duties a LieULenant must 

handle the additional supervisory and administrative task oi the 

entire City, his management role might become lost in the 

shuffle. 
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B. Training 

Because many of the concepts and procedures developed by the 

Directed Patrol Working Group are new, training will be needed. Major 

areas identified include: 

Course Title Personnel Effected Time (Estimated) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Preliminary &: Follow-up All Radio Patrol 4-0 hours 

Investigation by Patrol Police Offker 

a. Overview of Patrols Patrol Sergeant 2 Days 

role in Investigative 

Process 

Directed Patrol Tactics All Radio Patrol 1 Day 

Directed Patrol: Planning, 

Strategics, &: Mechanics 

C. Equipment Needs 

Officer Seminar 

Sergeants 

All Radio Patrol 2 Days 

Sgts., L ts. 

&: Capts. 

Seminar 

In order to safely and effectively accompllsh some of the Directed 

Patrol strategies certain equipment n~ds must be addressed. Items 

such as unmarked cars, electronic surveWance equipment, portable 

alarm systems, costumes and make-up kits will all be needed for certain 

types of stakeout and decoy operations. 

The Department currently has many of these items on hand. What is 

needed is to develop procedures which assure that they are readily 

available to Patrol Units, ?s well as the personnel (Task Force) which 

can provide the technical assistance necessary to properly' operate this 

equipment. 
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D. Reducing the Sergeants workload. 
. . 

Several studies have been conducted over the years by various groups 

within the Department. The most recent was one conducted by a group 

from Patrol in July of 1981. (See Annex B for details). Some of the 

recommendations suggested by this group have been adopted, others 

have n.~t. In adc:Ution to these our working group would recommend the 

adoption of the following items. 

1) The need for additional clerical help on each of the Patrol Shifts 

to handle duties such as the recording and tallying ox numbers 

from the Patrol work sheets. We believe that each Patrol Shift 

should have a minimum of three (3) typist clerks. 

2) A revised probationary evaluation form to include more force 

choice responses, and reducing the amount of writing necessary 

for completion. 

J) Use of clerical help for the systema!ic collect and flllng of 

information o~n probationary employees. 

lJ.) A formated form for minor citizen complaints which can be filled 

out without a great deal of effort. 

5) Standardize letter formats for situations requiring Sergeants t.o 

write letters for the Chief's signature. 

6) Involvement of the street Sergeant in the initial review of a field 

report. This should cut down on the number of kickbacks 

currently sent to Patrol. 

i) A review of paper flow by each of the shifts to assure that 

Sergeants are not receiving or processing things which they do not 

need to deal with. 

8) Examine the tasks currently performed by the sergeant and 

determine which of these could he handled as efficiently by Patrol 

Commanders. 
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If some of these additional measures can be adopted it is our 

feeling that we will be able to provide the Sergeant with the time 

necessary to do a more effective job of Directed Patrol. 

Recomm endations 

1. That the Directed Patrol Program and procedures developed by the 

working group be adopted. 

2. That we immediately implement this program on an experimental basis 

on 'B' Shift. 

3. That during this experimental period the I.C.A.P. Project Manager 

working in conjunction with the Major of Patrol and the B Shift 

Commander monitor; evaluate, and update as necessary, the 

procedures, training, and personnel needs of our Directed Patrol 

program. 

4-. That this be followed up by an intensive one month effort in the 

development of S.O.P.s and training programs necessary to make Direct 

Patrol a success in the Miami Police Department. 

5. That upon completion of this final package necessary training begin on 

all shifts for the implementation of a Directed Patrol program for the 

entire Department. 

Summary 

As a working group we have carefully examined each of these areas. The 

Working Group feels that the procedures developed can be the foundation of 

an effective Directed Patrol Program for the Miami Police Department. 

With the necessary training, equiping, and monitoring of the proposed Direct 

Patrol Program our Department will take a major step forward in 

professional policing. 
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SUBMISSION FOR DIRECTED ACTIVITY CONSIDERATION* 

Originating Officer Date 

Case/Warrant No. Unit of Origin ----------------------------------- (if appropriate) 

Nature of Directed Activitv 

Desired Results 

Area to be Addressed 

Dist.rict(s) Sector(s) 

Beat(s} Shift(s) 

When Tactic Should be Executed 

Between and 
(Date) --------~(D~a-t-e~)--~-------

Suggested Time 

ADoroved - ... Disapproved 

By Date 

Assicrned to: 
d 

Tactical Leader District 

Sector/District Shift 

* Attach case file, warrant, background information, etc., as 
ap9ropriate. 

Exhibit 1 
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N 
...... 
I 

DIRECTED PATROL DAILY ASSIGNMENT SIIEET 

UNIT STATUS CODES 
N-NOT AVAILABLE FOR CALLS 
E-EtIERGENCY OR IN PROGRESS CALLS ONLY 
e-AV~ILABLE FOR LARGE BACKLOG 
P"'PLAINCLOTHES 
U-UNIFORH 

__ ~_DATE 
____ DA Y OF WEEK 
____ PLA TOON 
____ SECTOR 

TOTAL UNIT HOURS UNIT HOURS AVAILABLE FOR CFS --

lltUI 
PlTR!1I TnCC fIU.N IIIRB f: H::lll:!Ell. 

IITATU4 UNIT OFFICER(S) LOCATION PURPOSE f toC>t: FROM 1"0 rUN 1.CTt.W-

. 
I 

J 
I 

I 
, 

-I-
__ L 

TOTAL DIRECTED PATROL HOURS 
PLANNED AcTUAL REVIEWED-BV7 __________________ _ PREPARED BY.-----------------------APPROVED BY. ____________________ __ 

Exhibit 2 



"J 
1'0 
I 

DIRECTED PA1II{OL PIAN 

INPUTS 

CRlt'lE ANALYSIS 
-CRIME TYPE 
-TIHE~DAY OF ~EEKI& 

LOCATION 1----
-VICTIM TYPE____.. 
-M.D. ) 

r
IOPERATIONS ANALYSIS V 

-MANPOWER REPORTS • 
-CFS INFORMATION 

POLICE OFFICERS 
-LOCAL PROBLEHS 
-l''\ClICS 
-CRIMINAL INfORHATIO~ 

SECTOR SERGEANT 
CFS DEMAND 

VS. 
NEED TO ADDRESS 

PROBLEM 

~-

\1/ , 

. COlvJPLAINT SGT: 

CO-ORDINATION 
Of CFS 

Exhibit 3 
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DIRECTED PATROL PLAN 

-DIRECTED PATROL DAILY 
ASSIGNHEN'r SI iEET 

-TACTICS 
-EOUIPMENT 
-RESOURCES 
-SAFElY MEASURES 
-OFfENDER PROFILES 
'-CFS INFORMATION 
-SUPERVISION 



Task: 

Hho: 

How: 

What: 

• 

Task: 

Who: 

How: 

Task: 

Who: 

~1~ECTED PATROL PROCEDURES 

Creation of a written Directed Patrol Problem Statement. 

Any unit within the Dolice oraanization most generally 
CAli and the patrol shift itself. 

Any problem which is identified must be written out and 
directed to the Operations Analysis Unit, who will maintain 
a file and will assign statement to a patrol Captain or 
person responsible. -

Activities considered a Directed Patrol activity. 

A) Tactical Deployment: The assignment or deployment of 
men to accomolish a short-range 
objective -

1. Decoy Operation 5. Stakeouts 
2. Area saturation 6. Walking. beat 
3. Bar-checks 7. Watch order checks 
4. Warrant services 8. SCAT 

B) Follow-up Investigation: Note: Directed Patrol Problem. 
Statement not filled out 

C) Community Education for this type of activity. 

1. Target hardening 
2. Convey information 
3. Educate citizens' 

Decision to procede with Planning on a Directed Patrol 
Problem Statement. 

Deputy Chief Uniform Services: On Problem Statements 
that Cross-Cuts Shift times, or reguire·long term 
manpower commitments. (Probably 10 to 15% of total) 

Shift Captain:. On all other Problem Statements. 

Appropriate person makes decision on whether to pro cede 
with a particular problem based on (1) Manpower availability 
(2) Seriousness of problem (3) Number of Probla~ Statements 
currently pending (4) Number- of other activities. The 
Directed Patrol Problems is then turned over to a Patrol Lt. 

Develop a tactical response to Problem Statement. 

Lt. and Sector Sergeant 

Exhibit 4 
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Ec· .... : (1) The Lt. will have the task of ga'C.lering and milintaining 
all information on manpower availability and CFS 
workload • 

. (2) The Lt. will have the responsibility for gathering 
support data for Problem Statements from appropriate 
units and individuals including sector Sgts. 

(3) The Lt. will fill out a Tactical Response to Problem 
(as per Koepsell Assignment sheet) indicating times, 
days, equipment: and manpower needs. 

(4) The Sgt. working with the Lt. will provide input on 
areas such as tacticfs additional problem statement 
information and personnel to be utilized. 

Task: Preparation of Directed Patrol Daily 'Assignment Sheets 
(similar to Kansas City sheet). 

Who: Lt. and Sgt. 

_ How: (1) Eased on the Tactical Response Stata~ents as well as 
follow-up investigation needs and overall manpower 
availability the Patrol Sgt. with input from the Lt. 
will fill out Directed Patrol Daily Assignment Sheets 
for each sector i~entifying: the Directed Patrol 
Problem or problems to be worked; ~~e number of units 
and amounts of time needed to carry out the problem. 
The Sector Sergeant will then assign. particular Units 
and individuals according to ability, needs, etc. to 
handle the Directed Patrol problems., 

(2) Once these sheets are filled out they will along wi'til 
P-Sheets b~ sent to the Complaint Room on a daily 
basis. 

wnen: Daily or perhaps weekly basis as per need. 

Task: Carr!ing out of Directed Assicrnments 
lOT d 

Who: 

Eo~: 

Lt., Sgt .. 

(1) The Lt. and COID?laint Sgt. will have the joint 
responsibility for evaluating CPS da~a~d vs. 
manpower availability as well as overall progress 
on oroblem statements. The Lt. ~ill have the 
=esponsibility for the breaking of Direc~ed Patrol 
Activities in consultation wi Complaint ~ocm and 
Sector Sergeants. 
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(2.a.) The Sector Sgt. will have the responsibility for 
carrying out the assigned tasks as stated in the 
Direct Patrol Daily Assignment Sheet. 

b.) The Sector Sgt_ will maintain liaison with the Lt. 
and Complaint Room ref. progress on specific 
assignments and CFS monitoring. 

c.) will at the end of a tour fill out After Action 
Report for the specific Directed Patrol Problem 

• Statements addressed during his tour. The Sgt. 
may, based on outcomes, make recommendations to 
terminatl:!., or continue work on the specific 
problem. 

(3) The after-action report will be completed and sent 
through channels to the Operations Analysis unit 
who will collect, collate, and analyze the data 
for all Directed Patrol Activities • 
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DIREC'!'ED PNfROL N~TrVITY :;U:'::':!d{Y 

PROBLE:·! # _______ DATE ______ UNIT. ___ . ___ OFF] CER _______ ._ 

Activities: 
Reports made 
Summons 
Citations 
Disturbance calls 

~ Computer hits 

;'.rrests: 
Felony Traffic 

Citizen contacts 
Bus~ness contacts 
FIVO's 
Back-up & go by 
Other: 

~':arrants (l·1isd.) 
- Hisdeminor ~\'arrants (Felony) 

Planned hours direct patrol Actual * 
If actual hours are greater than or less then ?lanned please explain 

Patrol Investigations: Officer initiated Assigned by r-1CI __ _ 
Case ~ Total hours expended -------
Activities: 

Victim~vitness interviews 
i-larrants obtained (search/arrest)
Photo-line-ups (prepared/sho~n) --
ID Requests (latent search) 

Status: 
Case cleared by arrest 
Case NFled 

--- Investiaation' continuing - ~ 

Com.TIlents: 

CIS Unit contacts 
Supplemental reports 
Cases cleared 
Other: ---------------------
E.C.A. Unfounded 

r·tCI notified ---
-----------------------------------------------------------------
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ILLUSTRATION TWENTY-SEVmr 

summary of Directed Activity 
Requests and Dispositions 

(For the l10nth of , 19_ 

Source of Directed 
Activitv Reoorts 

?ATROL 

platoon A 
p~atoon B 
platoon C 
5PD 
Task Force 

Total 

TRAFFIC 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 
________ S~E~CT~I~O~N~ ______ __ 

Persons 
property 
CITAT-Warrants 
CITAT-3abitual Offencer 

Total 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

Crime prevention 
Delinquency Prevention 

Total 

STRATEGIC INFO. SECTION 

Intelligence 
Vice and Narcotics 

Total 

C?I~E AilAL:;'SIS UN!T 

.';D~U~1: STR.~T!ON 

TOT.;L 

Number 
Generated 

Exh':"bit i 

-'8-

Acted (Joon 
NO. % 

------

---
---

---

---

'0 d' _ en J.ng 
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ILLUSTRATION TWENTY-EIGHT 

Rank of Persons Requesting 
Directed Activities 

(For the Month of , 19 __ 

Source of Directed 
Activitv Requests 

PATROL 

Shift A 
Shift B 
Shift c 
SPU 
Task Force 

Total 

TRAFFIC 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 
SECTION 

. Person Crimes 
Property Crimes 
CITAT-Warrants 
CITAT-Eabitual 

Total 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

Crime prevention 
Delinquency Prevention 

Total 

STRATEGIC INFO. SECTIO~ 

Intelligence 
Vice and Narcotics 

Total 

CRIME ANALYSIS UNIT 

OTHER 

TOTAL 

Number 
Generated 

Exhibi t 8 . 
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ILllJS'l'RA'rIa~ 'lWEN1'Y-NINE 

Monthly SLUnmary of 
Available Time Expended on Directed Activities 

(For the Month of , 19_) 

A Shift: Distriets 
i~orth Central SOuth 

B Shift: Dlstricts 
t:iOrth Central South 

C Shift: Districts 
North Central SOuth 

!lema i n i ~Ion-Callmi tted 
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Source of ActiviSt 

Field Initiated 
patrol Management 
outsi~~ Pat~~. 
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ILWSTRATlm TlJIRI'Y 

Monthly Directed Activity Summary Report 
(Ebr the Month of , 19_) 

A Shiftl Districts 
North Central South 

li i 

B Shiftz Districts 
~orth Central South 

C Shift: Districts 
~orth Central south 

.1. .1: !'::~',~ f : .... -:. -: 

SPU: Districts 
Nort..l! Central soutl!. 
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ILWSTRATlOO 'l'I1IRl'Y 
(continued) 

, , I .,11 -: '" I I. ,i : I o· -; 'i f j 

Results of nirected patrol 

~"'elony Arres ts 
l1isdemeanor Arr,ests 

01 I 01 I, .. 

A Shift: Districts 
North Central South 

Felony t'larrants Served 
Misden~anor Warrants Scrved---

t'l 

" '.1' 
j., I 
O. w 
~ 1·.£· 

~t I 

Hisdemeanor Citations 
Traffic Citations 
~l'raffic Warnings 
l-'IVO's . 
problem Alleviated 
Other-

Results of Patrol 
::: Investigations 
III 

Victim Intervic.-ws 
Hitness Inb:!l:vie.-/s 
Cleat:'ed by Arrest 
Cases Nf'Ild 
Other Cases Cleared 

(Hultiples) 
Arrest \'larrants Obtained 
Search \'larrants Obtained 
Cases Referre9 to CIS 
Othel=" nisp:::lsitions 

Disposition of Activitie~ 

Canpleted 
Suspended By 'l'ac Leader: 
Administt:'atively Suspended 

----

Continued --- ______ _ 

I .. ~ I • ", ! I , I ~ ~.. I • , 

B Shift: Districts 
North Central South 

---'-----

----

• J:; • 'j .,; 

C Sillft: Dlst:ricts 
North Central South 

. I ,I. 

.: Ii,. 

. .sPU: ' Districts 
North Central South 

1.,'1 

I 

.1 

-----
q. 
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Shift B 

Shift c 
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Task FOrce 

TOtal 
Directed 

Acti "i ties 
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ILllJSTRATICN TBIRl'Y-cNE 

Efficiency and Effectiveness Measures 
of Directed Activity Operations 

(FOr the Month ?f , 19_) 

• 

Average Man-Hours 
Per Directed 

Activit:Y 
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The localized type of analysis also appears to be true in 

the area of operational analysis. Once again, indi ~lidual 

commanders on different patrol shifts do some very effec

tive operational planning for their shifts. Additionally, 

other units within the Department have been conducting 

operationally oriented studies about radio channels and 

call numbers. The problem once again is the [act that 

there is no unified, centralized unit within the Miami 

Police Department to'effec~ively analyze and cOQ~dinate 

operational information. 

PLANNING - When we talk about planning and I.C.A.P we must 

remember that we are in fact talking about the management 

of police resources and not about Planning and Research 

Units. We must also remember that planning is something 

which should occur at all levels of an organization and 

that the proper plans result if there is effective data col

lection and analysis. 

It is the general feeling of the Steering Committee that the 

current planning philosophy of this Department has a supervi-

sory orientation e. g. police Sergeant's, Lieutenants, 

and Captains function first of all as rule enforcers and 

complaint answerers. This is due in part to a traditional 

para-military organization. The following statement was made. 
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1J~lje have it [para-military structure] engrained in our tra-

ditions that if it is not in writing, we can't do it". The 

results are that by enforcing rules we avoid problems and 

the need to ta,.1.~.e risks necessary for effective management. 

This supervisory outlook is enforced in terms of SOP's and 

job descriptions. 

There appears to be nothing that requires Sergeants, Lieuten-

ants, and Captains to function as managers. As an off-shoot 

of ~~is supervisory approach. the memorandum and reprimand 

often become more important than the job. 

There is a ve~J definite need to train our line supervisors 

in management techniqtles so that they clearly understand 

that their role is more than sUDervision. As managers, a , -
Sergeant, Lieutenant, or Captain's first concern will be the 

effective allocation of their personnel to meet Depart~untal 

Objectives. Participation at all levels of the organization 

will become a must. The ability to anticipate problems and 

to accept and correct them when they occur must replace pro-

blem-avoidance supervision. If our line super~lisors can 

deal with situations on this basis, the rule enforcing func-

tions which are still necessary will be implicit within their 

role as managers. 
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Once again, on an informal and individual basis, certain 

Sergeants, Lieutenants, and Captains can and do act as 

resource managers but nothing requires them to do so. 

It must also be pointed out that even those persons who 

do act as managers are limited because of the lack of 

information. 

The report has already stated that the Department lacks 

good, formalized analytia capabilities, and, as a direct 

result, the Sergeant, Lieutenant, or Captain who wants to 

manage effectively is handicapped at the very outset by 

a lack of useful information. In other words, good routine 

planning requires good routine analysis products. 

Because of this void, day··by-day operationally oriented 

planning is based mostly on tradition, management by reaction 

(Squeaky Wheel), and instinctive approaches. In the short 

run these appear effective, but in the long run, they have 

a negative impact on our ability to effectively manage our 

, resources. 

The final area of concern deals with the involvement of 

lower level personnel in day-to-day planning tasks. This is 

not to say, nor do we recommend, that the Chief of Police 

(15) 
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should consult with a radio patrol officer on all the de-

cisions whi,~h he makes. Bu t ~.,e do believ'e t..r"at the input 

of workers on decisions which effect how they will do their 

. b' . t 1 J 0 S J.S V1. a_. 

It is imp<.:>rta.nt to emphasize that this involvemen.t includes 

more than the street police officer. All people at all le-

vels of the organization must become involved in the planning 

process at their level of . work . 'l'hey' must be aware of how 

they contribute to the overall Depa.rtroerlt I s goal of delivery 

of services to the community. We do not believe that most 

people in this organization currently have this '.lnde~standing. 

On ~~e positive side of ~~e ledger is the fact that informal-

ly we do have some managers within the Department. The De-

partment has also da~onstrated its ability to make good plans 

in terms of Tactical SWAT planning and major issues, such as 

civil disturbances planning. Wnat is needed is a formaliza-

tion of their role and the acquiring of the necessary tools 

for good management planning. 

SERVICE DELI\~RY - Three major areas of serJice delivery were 

examined by the Steering Committee. They included communica-

tions and its role in ~~e management of calls for service, 

patrol operations, and investigations i~ terms of preliminary 

patrol i~vestigation, case management, and habitual offender 

(16) 



8. Coordination And Interface. 

There appears to be very little coordination and inter

face between the Complaint Room and the street. 

At the present time it appears that the street officer 

and manager communicate with the Complaint Room and they 

with the street, only when one or the other feels that 

the other side goofed!" There exists an nus vs. them" 

mentality. 

What is needed and hopefully will be activated through 

I.C.A.P. will be closer TN'c)rking relationships between 

the Complaint Room and the street. The HDT "message 

function II has recently played a posi ti "1e role in promot

ing a better working relationship between the Complaint 

Room and the street. 

Patrol Operations 

An examination of-patrol operations revealed some good and 

bad points. 

Patrol is currently operating under a district structure with 

a Lieutenant in charge of each district, this is consistent 

(20) 



THith I.C.A.P. priIlciples. The current deployment of patrol 

resources is also regarded as reasonable when one considers 

the lack of effective operational analysis . 

. 
Directed patrol activities and effective management of re-

sources is once again done on the platoon level but is not 

formalized at the present time. In terms of patrol's inv'olve-

ment in preliminary investigations, it is felt that the patrol 

officer currently functions in the role of a "report taker" 

and not as a crL~inal investigator. This is due in part to 

the calls for service problems which currently plague the 

Department as well as the fUnctional inadequacy of our current 

report form. 

The final proble~ area is the responsibility of all operational 

and support units. It is our opinion that the exchange of 

Ideas and information between various units of the Department 

is not what it should be. The "us vs. t.~em" syndrome is still 

part of the thinking processes of many units and indi ~,iduals 

within the organization. 

Investigations 

The role of patrol officers in investigations has already been 

discussed. Case management, like so many other processes 

(21) 
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3.0 OPERATIONS 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this review is to identify issues. and provide a 
chall enge for work ing group s to q ues tion generally adop ted assump tiona ab ou t 
the mnagement of service delivery. No attempt is made to provide a specific 
evaluation of the current output, efficiency, and effectiveness of service 
delivery • 

• Wny'? Because an evaluation of the way oper<ations was mnaged in 
October, 1981, is irrelevant to ICAP-just as it is irrelevant in December, 
1981. Why'? Because it is changing rapidly as a result of trends, personnel, 
and I CAP influence. Since December, 1980, the \<lay in which service deli yery 
has beerl managed by MPD has changed dramatically. There are now moroe patrol 
officers and investigators, and' a large number of CFS haole been diverted from 
dispatch. More aggressive tactical activities are apparent in the patrol area 
with overlap teams supplementing the tactical activities of the task force. 
The CIS ranks are beginning to fill out, and closer attention is being given 
to productivity now that some of the pressure is off. 

In many ways, MPD has reached a total recovery from -the traumatic 
effects of the 1980 riots. Personnel strength is up and units now seem to be 
stable. Yet, the actual effectiveness of HPD has not roetumed. Things that 
MElD was doing well before the riots (which stopped because of the riots) are 
not being done now. Case clearances (especially property crimes) are low and 
supporting activities such as CIC and the GACHA system have not reached their 
pre-riot levels--or they are nonexistento wny'? 

It is simple human nature that inertia sets in whenever a ·trauma. 
forces an environmental change. The continuous rotation of personnel and a 
preoccupation (albeit short-lived) with other problema result in an alteration 
of routines. Wnen the crisis disappears, the routine does not start up 
again. Little "b rush fires " tend to conaume the available time, and good 
intentions sucolant good productivity. 

ICAP UI timely for MPD, as long as it continues to be taken 
seriously. Now that "things" are returning to normal, there is a clear danger 
that the net results of the post-riot period will have been a "step backward n 

instead of a "step forward." 

The remainder of this chapter will cover uniform and field services 
separar.ely by describing their operations in general, listing pertinent 
observations, and identifying critical issues and recommendations. 

26 
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3.2 Uniform Services 

3.2.1 Descriotion. Uniform services 13 headed by a Deputy Chief (see 
~?pendi.x C for the November 12, 1981, MPD Organization Chart) and 13 
subdivided into three principal parts. These parts aM! patrol, traffic, and 
S?ecialized units. Patrol and traffic are headed by majors, and the 
S?ecial.i7.eci units are headed by lesser ranks. 

In the 1950 r s, the City was divided into three zones for police patrol 
purposes... As the City grew, the ,zones became smaller and more were added. 
Districts " ... '"ere originally identified in the 1940' s as a means of allocatir..g 
c.etectives. MPD is now functioning under a simple system t."lat divides the 
City into three districts. Eac%l district 13 divided into sec tors and the 
sectors ar9 divided into zones. The patrol zone is the f'undament<:.l unit for 
geographic allocation. 

The pa tro 1 uni t is the largest subdivision in uniform services, ill 
ter::lS of personnel, with approximately 350 individual!3. Patrol is divided 
into three platoons--days, evenings, aod nights-with a speeial police unit 
(SPO) as a separate unit wich deploys on foot aJ:ld three-wileel motors during 
business hours. 

The traffic unit contains the following subdivisions: motors (traffic 
e.."'lforceme.."lt), accident investigations, taxi, off-duty/special events, and t~he 
alarm ordinance enforcement unit. Although traffic provides oackups to 
patrol, there is little routine integrated planning. Traffic and patrol seem 
to operate in a completely independent manner. 

The most Significant sp ec~ ad unit is the ~ force ;which is now 
co!Z!;'osed of 20 officers, 2 sergeants, and 1 lieutenant. This unit has been 
t::le p rimar'J groL:p involved in formal attemp ts to supp re,ss street cri:nes. 
Until r-ecently, this unit conducted its own crime analysi.s (pin mapping) and 
deployed its officers on the basis of crime patterns (target offe~es). 
Recently, however, the ta.sk force r..as received a higtl number of assignments to 
"special problems" iotilictl has l1::ited its effectiveness in achieving its 
l' r imary ob j ec ti ve ( curren t) 0 f r"~ uc ing in progress ca.ll.s. 

302.2 Observations: 

• The current district, sector, and zone system is ver-J 
compatible with rCAPj this system should be retained. 

• The ts=ooral shift command distribution ~~at is currently 
L"l use has greater advantages L"l tsr.ns of continuity I 
~ lann.L"lg, and performa.l'lce monitoring tban a soatial 
distribution; the curr~"lt system should be retained. 
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• Patrol ca;>tains, lieutenants, and sergeants have to rely 
solely on worksheet data to ~r~ge inshift activities. 

• There i..s not a clear role for sergeants and lieu tenants 
other than ~upervision and administrative patterns. 

• There.i!, a "top=<iown" (versus lTbottom-upn) approach to 
mnaging inshift activities; this should be changed to 
elimina te confusion and the "avoidance b ehavj.orri that 
results from lack of responsibility; sergeants ~ 
lieu tenants, and .even cap tains who were interviewed had a 
clearer id~~ of what they _~w...;;;e..;;.r_e--.;;.;n_o ... t. supposed to do than 
what they w\;re supposed to do.-

, 

, Aggressive m:.u1agement and individual initiatives that are 
not SOP wer'e observed to be minimal, ad hoc, and 
tentative--at best. 

• Direc ted ac ti v:l. ties 
time of the study 
produc ts in use. 

are limited to watch orders; at the 
(October, 1981) t.."'lere were no CAU 

• Moot persons interviewed were una..,-are of patrol 
management concepts, tiI:e and task relationships, patrol 
tactics (deterrent, apprehension, or tactical crime 
prevention), and CAU functions and. uses; everyone seemed 
ge."luinely interested in these concepts, but were doubtful 
that they would be allowed to use them. 

• Shift-to-shift and unit-to",'unit (SPU-platoon-task force) 
cOI:Illunications and planni,ng was virtually nonexistent; 
the only interface appeared 1:.0 be at the patrol cOm:Ilander 
level (solely);. 

• The overlapping shifts produce a serious deficiency in 
personnel from 4:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. each evening. 

• There was no clear mnageme.'lt control or c.~ain of coan::and 
observed during overlao oeriods; this is a serious 
deficiency because there iotas clearly a waste of resources 
observed • 

~ The lack of e:::phasis on productive field IIanagement ... -as 
manifested in numerous !:!luI tiple-backups (uncalled) and 
overclustering of officers at zr.a.jor incidents 
(particularly ... ilere of!'enders :::lay still have been i,n the 
v!.c inity ) • 
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• Many of t.~ese problems reveal that an overly passive 
approac.~ to the roles of senior officers, sergeants, and 
lieutenants exists (in some cases sergeants and 
lieutenants were observed doing police work when their 
"trcopsn were not). 

• Prisoner handling procedures were observed to be very 
time cor.!3Umi ng and potentially dangerous; this should be 
studied particularly' in view of one versus two officer 
cars. .. 

• The use of task force cersonnel ourrently obscures 
oroductivity crobleM3 in catrol; patrol should assume the 
bu.1k of tactical activities on a sec~or basis leaving 
task force to a higher productive, three part function: 

1. Technical, planning, and training assi!5tance to 
patrol in tactics. 

2. Overlapping sector or district crime patterr.!3. 

3. Complex and/or contiouous crime patterns. 

• Roll calls had all of the app earances of a "we-they," 
"control-me-troops" style; there was no physical 
evidence of secter level planning or communications; some 
sergeants indicated that· they waited until they weroe on 
the street to discuss things (one-on-<;)ne); as CAO and OPS 
products begin to emerge, the roll call time will have to 
be better managed. 

• The f1.mction of the patrol officer in erimioal 
investigations and crime prevention is poorly understood 
by the rank and file. 

• Traffic unit personnel and r:r.anagers should be more 
closely iovol ved with directed patrol and tactical 
planning to t2ke advantage of overlap situations. 

• There is a high degree of ccmp eteney and enthusiasm in 
patl'~;)l that should be put to mre productive use. 

3.2.3 Critical Issues for Unifo~~ Se~ices: 

1. Uniform services is the largest unit in MPD--the one 
capable of ac.~ieving greatest p roduc ti vity in service 
deliver-Ji yet., it is t."le least ::.ar..a.ge<i; it ::lust moV'e in't.o 
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a controlled, risk -ori ented management style, a",-ay from 
its current supe~visory style (active vs. passive). 

2. HPD must identify and put to use al ternati ve methods of 
police service delivery--ones that are more appropriate 
to the ·type of need (e.g., other than dispatch or 
teleservice) • 

3. The· communication function has to be the major vehicle 
for workload managl3mentj unifor::n services will have to 
rethink its current' approacl'\ to and use of 
cOlImunica tions. 

4. The roles of uniform services should be redefined in 
crime prevention, criminal investigations, and habitual 
offenders; uniform services is' potentially the biggest 
and most effective provider of these services. 

3.3 Field Services 

3.3.1 Descriotion. Field Services is headed by a Deputy Chief. 
There are three distinct parts: Criminal Investigation Section (CIS), 
Communi ty Rela tions and supp ort ( the Crime InforIIa tion Cen tel' and 
Identification--CIC and ID). CIS and COlml1.mity Relations are each headed by 
IIajors who report to the Deputy Chief; and GIC and ID are headed by lesser 
ranks. 

CIS, at one time, was suffi~iently staffed and enjoyed good 
infor:ational' support from CIC and technical support from ID. After tile 1980 
riots, GIS lost a large number of personnel and cases cleared went down 
comeDSurate with the loss of' personnel. The numbers of cases that went 
unassigned rose dramatically during this period. The loss of personnel 
contributed heavily to the decline of CIS, but this· decline ... -a.S further 
exacerbated by the virtual disbanding of a previously well-staffed GIC. erc 
had clearly t:ontributed heavily to the prior success of CIS. 

GIS t-..as, pe::-haps, the most comprehensive and specific SOP's in MPD. 
The SOP's cover objectives, requirements, basic procedures for each unit, 
policies, duties, victim follow-up, and handling procedures. The SOP's roster 
to the roles of senior citizen workers in CIS. Case scree."ling criteria are 
cove~ in the SOP's and the use of field L~terview cards, crime analysis, and 
property logs are noted for reporting purposes. However, it \oo13.S not clear 
that these standard ope:-ating procedures were actually in use. 

Persons interviewed in CIS (overall commander, persons u .. ,it t property 
unit/s, Cle, and ID) provj1ed the following comments on needs: 
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TO: 

FRO)'c: 

• 

" , 

Herbert: 3reslo<,; 
Assista:H Chief 
O~erations Division 

Lt. A. Vincent 
Communications Unit 

CITY OF MIAMI. FLOr~IOA 

INTER-QFFICE r.t1EMORANDUM 

O.A.TE:: 

SUBJECT: 

REFE:RENC~S: 

ENCI..OSURES, 

12 July 1981 I"IU, ORC J- 1 

Reduction of Supervisor's 
Paper;.;ork 

Following your instructions to develop a plan that will reduce 
supervisor's paperwork by 20% a committee was formed. I 
selected Sgt. Webb, Sgt. Evans Platoon "A", and Sgt. Travis, 
to meet ~ith we and discuss proposals for reducing paperwork. 

In the attached report you' will find sugg~stions offered to 
eliminate what everyone believed to be unnecessary tasks. Also, 
we modified e~isting procedure and some report for~s to reach 

I 

your 207. goal. 

Please contact me should you want clarification on any proposal 
offered. Tnank you. 

AV:sjb 



20% REDUCT!O~ OF SUPERVISOR'S ?APEre~ORK 

According to the latest Patrol Section standard operating pro
cedures a field sergeant's duties consist of 15% administrative 
duties, roll call 10i., field activities 65%, handling complaints 
5%, a~d special ~r~jeccs 5%. 

Within each of these activities, certain tasks performed by 
field sergeants consist of the preparation of written paper
~o~k. The following tasks have been analyzed by our committee 
and proposals to curtail the amount df paperwork are offered. 

SUPERVISOR'S VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT 

This report has recently been revised and according to the 
committee it is concise, ehorough, and does not need to be 
modified or altered. 

CONTROL OF PERSONS INCIDENTS 

This report is concise and thorough. The amount of time needed 
to prepare a supervisors narrative along with the investigation 
is quite lengthy, however, we could not modify it without de
creasing its value and integrity. 

We do offer a change in the prerequisite for preparing a con
trol of persons package •. We recommend the standard ope-rating 
procedure be changed. The current guideline states: 

1. Force requiring a control of persons report (Form 184A)~ 

A. That force· necessary to subdue a person physically 
resisting arrest, and lawful detention, or the 
force necessary to overcome any act of aggression 
towards a police officer or any other person. 

We recommend this ~aragraph be deleted. 

olt amounts to a physical confrontation and a struggle which results, .. 
• 

or could have resulted in an injury, or can result in a claim of 
injury to the offender. 

We recommend this ?aragraph be changed to read: 

It amounts to a physical confrontation and a struggle wSich re
sults in an injury or a claim of injury to the offender. 

-2-



SUPERVISORY'S REPORT OF INJURY 

The committee believed this report ~as concise, thorough, and 
did not need to be changed. The committee requests the pre-
p a rat ion on the yellow for m "N 0 tic e 0 f r n j u r y " S tat e 0 f F 1 a. b e 
completed, and typed in personnel after the officer and super
visor 'sign it. 

W'oRKSHEETS 

The committee believed the tabulation and review of worksheets 
were necessary for the proper supervision of subordinates. All 
members felt no change in the review, tabulation and posting 
of monthly statistics for officers was warranted. 

PREPARATION OF WORKSHEET 

We believed the preparation of a daily worksheet by a supervisor 
was unnecessary du~ to the nature of their duties. Also, each 
member maintained notebooks to record their activities. The 
committee believes the maintenance of a notebook would be 
sufficient. 

SEMI-ANNUAL EVALUATIONS 

The committee believes these reports to be extremely essential 
and that their proper preparation is one of their most important 
duties. 

The committee believes the quality of these reports must be 
maintained at a high level with thoroughness, an absolute re
quirement. We recommend the addition of specific subcategories 
to indicate "I" time, accidents, court profile, height and weight. 
This would help maintain uniformity. 

PROBATIONARY EVALUATIONS 

" , 
·CQmments should only be required if rated improvement needed, or 
t.;nsatisfact·ory. 

-3-
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EMPLOYEE PROFILE SEE~T 

This is a ti~e consuoing report that is maintained only by 
Patrol Section. i{nenever an officer transfers to patrol, 
his patrol supervisor must update his profile sheet. 

Profi2e sheets a~e difficult to maintain, ho~ever, if they must 
be kept ~e recommend it be implemented department wide or elimi
]lated. 

ANNUAL MERIT PAY RkISE 

This report is soley a determination as to whether an employee 
deserves his merit pay raise or not. ~e do not believe a 
lengthy narrative is necessary when approval is recommended. 
Only a statement reflecting the last 2 semi-annual evaluations 
and how the employee is c~rrently performing. 

If a narrative is required which list the items mentioned in 
the attached copy then a standarized report should be prepared 
with those items listed, eg court profile, reprimands, "I" days, 
see attached item. . 

PERSONNEL INSPECTIONS (Monthly) 

The committee believes the current inspection report is time 
consuming and unnecessary. A sector sergeant could inspect his 
entire squad monthly, and. only document the deficiences if any 
in the' officer's personnel file. A memo to the platoon commander 
listing personnel inspected,. and deficiencies noted could replace 
the preparation of numerOU9 inspection reports. 

~ONTnlY SCHEDULES 

No change reco~mended. 

<:' REV! SE E. M. L • , 
• 

. !to change reco!lllllended. 
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REPRIMANDS & COMMENDATIONS 

No change recommended. 

INVESTIGATE CITIZEN COMPLAINTS 

The present investigatory report is timE consuming according 
to the committe.e. We recommend the Internal Security Commander 
determine which complaints be investigated, and recorded on the 
present report. Also, on complaints that do not require such 
a ~horough report we recommend use of the alternate report are 
submitting. See items attached. 

W ALK·-IN COMPLAINT FORMS 

Nq change recommended in report, but we ask for 'a change in 
policy allowing the immediate supervisor of the officer in
volved to conduct an investigation, and handle the matter on 
the sp~t. Then the supervisor would forward a memorandum 
indicating the complainant, officer, type of cc~plaint, results 
of his inves~igation; and action taken if applicable. 

".. -. 

DRAFT LETTERS for Chief's signature on citizen complaints. 

This is one task that has created a great amount ~f frustration 
and paperwork. Writing a letter depends upon personal style, 
and it is difficult to satisfy another's standard. This task 
should be given to one person, sworn, or otherwise who possesses 
skill in letter writing. This would reduce a troublesome task 
for supervisors. Letters could be written from the informatio~ 
contained in reports .forwarded by supervisors • 

AV:sjb 
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SIHPLE COMPLAIHT FORMAT 

1. Charges or Allegations (Brief Statement) 

2. Are charges or allegations a violation of Departmental policy, 
procedure, or law? 

Yes No -- If .No - Explain: 

3. Were you able to contact complainant to substaniate charges 
or allegations? Yes No ---
If No-Explain: 

4. Does complainants statement agree with stated charges or 
allegations? Yes No If No-Explain: 

s. Were vou able to contact any witnesses that substaniate 
complainants statement? Yes No ---

6. Do statements of witnesses agree with complainants charges 
or allegations? Yes No If No-Explain: 

7. Statement of officer's. involved: (Give statement or attach 
red line memo of each officer involved) 

8. Do statements of Officer's involved agree with charges or 
allegations? Yes__ No If No-Explain: 

9. Did Officers' involved violate any departmental policy pro-
cedure, or law? - Yes No.__ If Yes-Explain: 

10. Findings of charges or allegations~ 
Cleared Inconclusive Substantiated . Wi'thdra'Wn , 

11. ~'1hat disciplinary action is recommended as a result' of this 
Investigation? 

12. Notification of results of investigation 

Bethod Telephone In Person ~egistered Letter 

Date Time 



· C1ty of Mia~i, Florida ,19 __ _ 
-----

ANNUJl..L SALARY INCREASE 

Employee Unit/Section 

The employee listed above is eligible for an annual salary increase within the 
pay range of, his classification during the month cf 
This increase should be awarded on the basis of continued satisfactory perfor
mance. To prevent these annual increases from becoming automatic, a positive 
recommendation is needed from each employee's direct supervisor certifying as 
to the employee's performance. Each superior officer shall review the employ-

~,"-8'S personnel file, taking special cognizance of the employee's previous Em
ployee Performance Evaluation Reports, and comment whether the pay increase 
should be recoIT~ended. 

Please return th~s report by to the Personnel 
Detail for review by the Chief of Police. 

Comments: 

A. l-JU.r.1BER OF COHMENDATIONS 'RECEIVED' 
B. NUMBER OF REPRIHANDS REC.z::IVED 
c. NUMBER OF "I" OR "IF" .DAYS 
D. NtJMBER OF HISSED COURT 
..., AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT .1:.. 

MEETS. DEPARTMENT GUIDELINES YES NO 

COM.~NTS: 

Note: If the increase is not recommended, the immediate supervisor must discuss 
the reason for such action with the employee. 

Endorsements: 

~mmea1a~e ~uperv1sor 

Un1 ~ COIT~anaer 

Sec~1on Corr~~~aer 

ASS1s~anc C~1er or FoI1ce 
R . F. No. 113 ( A) ( Re v . 4/7 8 ) 

Approved: Disapcroved: 



J.J __ o,oJCl.L '-J6J~!~ '- v .... "v_ ..... \""ow 

City of I-Humi, Florida ______________ ,] 9 

I\UNUAL SALARY I I~CREASE 
--- - ----- - ----

Name Unit/Section 

The employee listed above is eligible for an annual salary increase with
in the pay range of his classification. 

The increase will be awarded on the basis of continued satisfactory 
pe.!:formance and this will be determined by reviewing the past two (2) 
er.l'ployee performance evaluation reports. 

Comments: (Either to approve or disapprove) 
. (Brief,) 

Note: Discussion required by employee's immediate 
increase is denied. 

:pervisor if pay 

EHDORSEMENT: Aooroved: Disapproved: , ~ 

Immediate Supervisor 

Unit Commander 

Section Commander 

Assistant Chief of Police 




